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10 brilliant examples of
content marketing from
beauty brands

Instagram Hits 800 Million
Monthly Users, Adding
100 Million in Just 5
Months

Establishing Your Brand
Voice on Social Media

What Marketers Need to
Know About LocationBased Advertising and
Where It’s Headed

Consumers are sick of hard-sell email

First, Instagram and Facebook wanted to

Creating a strong brand identity on social

Marketers have long envisioned a world

messages that are not informative

be more like Snapchat, and now Google

media involves many facets—logo, typeface,

where millions of people walking by a

enough and irrelevant, but they’d still

evidently does, too. The Wall Street

taglines and more—but one of the most

Starbucks store on a hot day are served an

rather get email offers from brands

Journal reported that Google is

important is the development of the brand

offer for an ice-cold coffee while browsing

compared to direct mail, mobile apps or

developing a content system, called

voice. When we say brand voice, we mean

a website on their smartphone. That

social media. Those findings arrived today

Stamp, that’s designed to look like

the authentic personality of your brand. Ask

scenario, by and large, hasn’t worked out

from Adobe research—called the Adobe

information seen via Snapchat’s publisher

yourself: “Who would my brand be if it was a

for brands so far due to complexities in ad

Consumer Email Survey—that surveyed

channel Discover. Citing people familiar

real person? What would it sound like?” That

targeting, challenges around reaching a

1,007 white-collar workers. Additionally,

with the situation, the Journal stated that

is the voice of your brand. Voice is the most

sizable audience and questions about the

half of consumers feel like marketers

Stamp could be announced as early as

critical aspect of defining your brand identity

accuracy of the location-based firms’ data

send too frequently.

September.

because it serves as a framework for your

that relies on bits of information pumped

social content.

through technology platforms.
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Study: Millennials watch
more time-shifted shows
than live TV

Coca-Cola Launches
World’s First 3D Robotic
Billboard in Times Square

Interactive storytelling
evolves with help from
mobile tech

Instagram: Here’s How to
Stop Users From
Commenting On a Post

The trend toward time-shifted

Last month in Time’s Square, Coca-Cola

Interactive storytelling is gradually migrating

Business accounts on Instagram (as

programming and fast-forwarding

unveiled the world’s ﬁrst 3D robotic

from videogame and PC platforms onto

well as regular users) have had the

through TV commercials has been steady

billboard. Composed of giant digital

smartphones and even TVs. The greater

ability to include up to 10 photos and

since the age of the VCR, a nearly

monitors, the 68 foot by 42 foot sign

engagement with a storyline is creating new

videos in a single post since February,

obsolete device that has been supplanted

consists of 1,760 independently moving

opportunities for brand advertisers to reach

and now, businesses can promote

by on-demand programming. Millennials

LED screens which are each synced to

viewers who are shifting to digital platforms.

those posts. Brands on Instagram can

clearly embrace this time-shifted content

match the advertisement on display. The

— likely for its convenience and relative

billboard, features programming that

Netflix, the video streaming service with 100

directly via their smartphones, as a

lack of commercials — with a minority of

displays what passersby see will be

million subscribers worldwide, in July

promote button will appear beneath

the demographic preferring live

based on the time of day and day of the

debuted its first choose-your-own-adventure

the content.Clicking that button gives

programming.

week. Like at lunchtime, the ad will

shows that urge viewers to make decisions

brands the option to aim for more

focus on that might pair well with an ice

that steer the direction of the narrative

proﬁle or website visits, or to reach

promote these organic carousel posts

cold coke.
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users located near a speciﬁc address.
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